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Florida's
Oldest CoUege
Newspaper

.TOLUME 45 (Z-107)

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

pr. Pierce To
|iive Speech At
f. E. A. Meeting
*^Debates Anticipated With
'^ Bates, Stetson, Oxford; One
L National Hookup Planned

CORRECTION
Dorothy Lockhart,
director
of the Annie Russell Matinee
and Evening Series, offers a
special price for season tickets
to these Series. This applies to
members of the Rollins faculty,
staff, and students. The prices
are, seven evening attractions
for $6.00—a saving of $8.50,
and $4.00 for three matinee and
one evening performance—a
saving of $1.50.

and0pur

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1939

Intramural Drama'
Tournament Begins
T o n i g h U t 8:15
Sigma Phi Omega Sponsors
Contest With Five Faculty
Members as Judges

Organ Vespers

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Conductor and Lecturer for Symphony Series

Symphony Will
Begin Season on
January 16th

Knowles Memorial Chapel
November 15, 1939
7:30 o'clock
PROGRAM
1. Fantasy on a Welsh tune,
"Ton-y-Botel"
Noble
2. The South Wind . „ - Rowley
3. Allegretto Scherzando
Archer
4. Solo by A. Kunrad Kvam,
violoncellist.
5. Hymn to the Sun
Rimsky-Korsakoff
6. The Angelus
Massenet
7. Variations de Concert
Bonnet
Herman P. Siewert, F.A.G.O.,
organist

Central Florida Orchestra to
Play in Winter Park; Bloch
Will Conduct

The first annual Infcrft-Mul-alDramatic Tournament, sponsored
by Sigma Phi Omega, will be
held tonight, Thursday and Saturday evenings, November 15,
Outstanding among the winter
" Dr. Harry R. Pierce, head of the Monday Evening Programs 16, and 18. Curtain at 8:15 P. M.
attractions of the Winter Park-Orlando region of Florida are the conThe contest will be supervised
speech Department, will be one of
Are Also Scheduled
certs of the Symphony Orchestra
and officially judged by a comthe principal speakers at the anof Central Florida, now beginning
mittee comprising the faculty
BSaual convention of the Florida Asits fourteenth consecutive season.
Rollins Student-Faculty
Radio members of the Speech and Dra''^ociation of Teachers of Speech in
Founded in 1927 by Dr. Mary L.
matic
Arts
Department,
Mr.
Committee made a big step forI^Miami, November 18. The subject
Hl,E.>^^N:b£.R eLOCH
Leonard, who ever since has given
ward this year in arranging for Bailey, Mr. Allen and Mr. Pierce;
MPS€. Bk^NC^^SkQCH
Sf his talk will be, "Speaking Init her untiring support, it has made
and two other faculty members,'
full Chapel Services to be broad- Mr. Granberry and Dean Enyart.
especially notable progress durVrestingly".
cast each Sunday. This is in addiing the past three years under the
The tournament will be divid, Plans are now under way to
leadership
of Alexander Bloch, distion
to
scheduling
the
usual
Moned into two separate contests
certain Stetson University debaters
tinguished violinist and conductor.
Tor an all-day practice tournament. day night broadcasts sponsored by for the men and women, with
It
is
supported
by Sustaining Memprizes
awarded
by
the
Sigma
Phi
".Later in the year the Rollins var- the college and featuring student
Stetson and Rollins Game, F.B.I. Recommends Printing
70% of the students and fac- berships and Memberships in the
Sfeity team will meet the Bates Col- and faculty participants. The first Omega Fraternity. To the winFloats, Smoker, Banquet As Precautionary Measure
ulty who voted on Sunday open- Symphony Society, in addition to
ning groups will go an especially
•'if.ege team over a national hook-up.
broadcast will be given this Sun designed trophy of dramatic siging hours for the library pre- box office receipts. As no symAre on Tentative Schedule
The proposition for this debate is;
ferred Sunday evenings 7 to 9 phony orchestra anywhere is or
nificance to be kept on the basis of
The fingerprinting of the stuL'Resolved that Maine is the ideal day.
P. M. About 14% wanted after- can be self-supporting, it is urged
dents
and
faculty
of
Rollins
Col, iracation state." Rollins is also neIt is felt that the broadcasting the 3-leg-for-permanent-possession
An extensive program of Home,
noon
opening, while one studi- that all those who are interested in
lege is being considered by the Stugotiating for a debate with Oxford of the Sunday services will be a plan. The man an dwoman desigcoming festivities will be offered dent Council, as a precautionary ous individual requested both seeing it maintained will take out
University, this summer.
real help in arousing even more nated by the judges as having givand
that
the evening hours con- such memberships, and thus greatto
Rollins
College
alumni
on
their
'^ Margery Chindahl and Carolyn interest in Rollins in the central en the best individual performance
tinue until 10 P. M. Others, to
"'Sandlin, first-place winners in ex- Florida area. The excellent Rollins will each get a medal.
annual return to the campus to
For several years the Federal the extent of 10%,, wanted eve- ly assist in its support. A highlyprized privilege incidental to memtemporaneous speaking and ora- Chapel choir and nationally-famAll plays must be one act, witness the traditional football Bureau of Investigation, popularly ning hours longer. Until the debership is that of enjoying the lec^ r y respectively at the Fi Kappa ous speakers who appear here fre- selected and directed by each
classic between Rollins and Stet- called the "G-men", has been build- mand for this becomes greater, ture recital before each concert
^Delta convention last year, will quently will form the backbone of group, and cast from its own
ing up a Civilian Identification File the library will be open Sunday
son
University
on
Friday,
Decem^represent Rollins at the national what may prove to be the finest members only. Plays must be apof fingerprints. These are entire- evenings 7 to 9 p. m. in accord- in which Mrs. Blanche Bloch, wife
'"jonvention this year at Knoxville. religious program in the state.
ly separate from the criminal files ance with the will of the major- of the conductor, explains each
proved by the Dramatics Depart- ber 1.
forthcoming program with piano
• Plans for this year's radio proCombining their efforts with the of the Bureau, but are handled in ity.
Although it is not yet defihtely ment, and maximum length for
illustrations.
grams were announced at the Ora- known whether or not it will be any play shall be forty minutes. Alumni Association to make this the same efficient manner. Many
torical Association meeting last possible to have a wire placed in All plays shall be one-act plays. year's Homecoming program the civilians throughout the country
Dates tentatively set for the
night. Two weekly programs from the Annie Russell Theatre, in orseries of four concerts of 1940, to
All plays will use a curtained most attractive in the history of have been fingerprinted and their
the Rollins Campus this year will der that Rollins undergraduates setting. Two doors and a window the College, Rollins students are prints on file in Washington. Now,
be given in the Auditorium of the
De heard through the remote con- may attend the regular Monday will be available. However, act- taking charge of featured events if an accident should happen to one
Winter Park H^gh School are:
Vol facilities of Station WDBO at night college broadcasts, the com- ing is the only basis on which the which it is expected will bring a of these people whose fingerprints
Tuesday evenings, January 16,
^Orlando. One of these, the Sunday mittee has already made plans for plays will be judged.
February 20, March 12, April 2. It
high percentage of the one thou- are on file and he could not be
Field
Trips,
Discussions,
Exlooming Chapel beginning Sunday, programs covering a wide range
is also proposed to give one or more
The new Laboratory Theatre sand alumni now living in Florida identified, the local police depart^November 19. The other series, of student affairs. There will be will be used, and there will be back to the campus for the week- ment would take his fingerprints
hibitions Promised
concerts in Orlando, including, if
known in previous years as "Rol- round table discussions between an admission fee of ten cents. end.
and send them to Washington.
possible, one for children as was
lins College on the Air," will be students and faculty
Since his prints are on file, identimembers, And as the proceeds will go to
The fourth annual meeting of done last year; to repeat last year's
Edward C. Levy of Asheville, N.
'^heard each Monday night at nine "Professor Quiz" nights, perhaps the Laboratory Theatre to be
fication would be easy and abso- the Florida Academy of Science is highly successful concert in SaraC , Betty deGiers of Forest Hills,
'o'clock beginning November 20. a "Hobby-Lobby," some informal used to defray the expense of
lutely sure.
to be held at the Florida State Col- sota; and to give one or more in
N. Y., and Charlotte Gregg, Los
^The purpose of these programs is "bull session" broadcasts, and lighting, etc., with any remainThis protection is being consid- lege for Women at Tallahassee, other parts of Florida.
Angeles, Calif., undergraduates,
"to give a cross-section of life and several programs featuring con- der to be used in purchasing furThe program for the four Winhead a large committee of under- ered for the Rollins student body. The dates set by the committee
interests at Rollins. They will servatory artists.
ter Park concerts include:
nishings, any larger
contribu- graduates who will arrange the Chief Allen of the Winter Park Po- are November 16, 17, and 18.
sconsist of music, drama, debate,
lice is a former F. B. I. man and is
I.
The College will have displays
Last year's program was under tions in the form of admission day's social events.
round-table
discussions,
interBeethoven, Symphony No. 3
the direction of Professor Harry would be appreciated.
Prominent on the tentative sche- greatly interested in this work. He and exhibitions on such subjects
views, variety, comedy, etc. "RolPierce and the talented George
The order of presentation is as dule is a smoker planned by mem- has been working with members as Chemistry, Physics, Zoology, (Eroica).
lins College on the Air" will be
Wagner,
Liebestodt
(Death
Fuller, who has, since graduation, follows:
bers of Omicron Delta Kappa, of the Student Council on the pro- Botany and Medicine. There are
broadcast from the Annie Russell
to be meetings and discussions on Song).
come along rapidly with the NaTONIGHT, NOVEMBER 15 men's honorary fraternity, at 4:30 posed plan.
Theatre. When this building is in
At present the Council, having these subjects and many other
tional Broadcasting Company. The 1939—1. Kappa Kappa Gamma Friday afternoon in the Woolson
Weber, Overture to Euryanthe.
use, the Dyer Memorial will be
chief problem of the committee, 2. Kappa Alpha Theta, 3. Alpha English House when Coach Jack received the approval of the Ad- fields of science.
II.
used.
now that most of the financial Phi. 4. Pi Beta Phi.
Field trips will be taken to the
Mozart, Symphony in G-Minor.
McDowall will informally discuss ministration, is trying to get the
wrinkles have been ironed out, is to
Wagner, Prelude to Lohengrin
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, the Rollins athletic program with reaction of the students. This Florida State Hospital, Industrial
find a student announcer who is 1939—1. Phi Mu, 2. Gamma Phi the returning graduates. President would be a great protection School, and to either Torreza Park (3rd Act).
able to fill the vacancy left by Beta, 3. Independent Men, 4. Chi Hamilton Holt, assisted by mem- throughout all of life, just in case or Florida Caverns.
Tschaikowsky, Symphony No. 5.
Fuller.
Dr. Waddington and Dr. and
Ill
bers of the Order of the Libra, an of accidents, amnesia, or some othOmega, 5. Phi Delta Theta.
Cesar Franck, Symphony in DAll students are urged to comSATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18 honorary women's society, will en- er unforeseen misfortune where Mrs. Scott will represent Rollins.
municate with the Radio Commit- 1939—1. "X" Club, 2. Kappa Al- tertain the alumni at a reception at identification would be impossible Dr. Scott will be Chairman of the Minor.
Beethoven, Overture to Cariolatee if they have any criticisms or pha, 3. Sigma Nu, 4. Independent his home from four until five-thir- or very difficult without finger- division of Biology.
This meeting is an annual affair nus.
ty, and the annual Alumni Banquet printing.
suggestions about the radio pro- Women. 5. Lambda Chi Alpha.
Tschaikowsky, Romeo and Juliet.
grams. The members of the comFollowing the Lambda Chi Al- will be held in the College ComIV.
mittee are: General Chairman pha Play, which is last on the mons at six o'clock.
Schumann, Symphony No. 4.
Harry Pierce, Miss Gretchen Cox, program on Saturday night, the
Plans for a colorful football paHaydn, Symphony
Miss Mabel Ritch, Dean Nance, Dr. Sigma Phi Omega
Fraternity rade through Orlando and Winter
Buckwalter, Hoenig, Sandlin, Rhea Smith, Donald Cram, Dick
Sibelius, Finlandia.
entertain the audience with Park, featured by the Rollins and
' Murphy Have Leads; Play Rodda, and Dick Kelly, Student willimpromptu
Single admission to any concert
skit while the judg- Stetson band units, are also under
Presented December 8, 9
By JESS GREGG
one called the Berth of Venus with reserved seat is from 75c to
Chairman.
consideration.
are making the decisions.
The lo{^l allumni committees, (Further letters from Lola LaRu which is a painting of Venus on the $2.00. Single admission to gallery
half-shell, and is an awful steal IS 50c. For inquiries concerning
Casting for the Rollins Student
headed by W. E. Winderweedle of
to Miss Rubye Delle)
from that tablo I was in, in George the symphony program see Dr. E.
Players' production of "The Fool"
Winter Park and Robert M. Hayes
Bernard Brombergs Padlocks of R. Shippen, Winter Park, Fla.
was completed last week and
of Orlando, are coordinating their Dear Rubye,
All this tawk about a colleg 1938, only the painting is art while
hearsals are already under way.
committees with the
studei
The lead role of Daniel Gilchrist
groups. Alumni committee chai: man's life being full of wine wc Mr. George Bernard Brombergs
in the Channing Pollock play went
It is with more than even a great
"Undoubtedly the Sandspur has men in all key cities of the state men and song is silly because I was raided becuz it wasnt a r t
to Jack Buckwalter, President of deal of pleasure that I write this no great concern about my views will be appointed this week to con have not heard of any singing
which is puzzling becaus I wore
the Players. The principal femal article, which is about a compari as to such blatantly concrete di- tact Rollins graduates in their dis^ their dorms. We are jest one 1 black stockings in ours while this
Artist Will Also
role, Clare, was divided between son of two articles. This informa^ vergences such as the architectur- tricts and to take charge of reser^ happy famly and its realy devi
Venus hasnt even got that much Concert
Deedee Hoenig and Caroline Sand tion was told to me as soon as J al design and grouping of the va tions for the Alumni Banquet I mean the ex club gave a danse
Appear With Symphony
which they called Saydie Hawkins
line, each of whom will play the asked fo rit by Bob Whiston, who buildings. I am sure no one would and the football game.
I also saw some picktures by
day dans in which the girls run Mr. Salivador Dolly which is called
part one night. On her "night off" wanted me to put in that his tel- feel overpoweringly impressed to
Walter Trampler, gifted young
after the boys and Charlotte sewer-realism and also some wo- European violinist, will be associeach of the stars will play the more ephone number is 135.
hear that at Northwestern we have
Stout says Why declare a speshul men by Tishun which are as good ated with the Rollins Conservatory
minor role of Pearl Hennig.
a
predominance
of
the
Gothic.
Now Bob Whiston was very nice
day for it when we do it evry day ? as anything you could see on a bill- for the remainder of the school
The rest of the cast was as fol- to me when I came up to him. 1 Here, of course, you have the beautifully and climatically appropriWell anyway it was devine my board today. I mean these things year. Mr. Trampler appeared in
Harper told me he was sitting
lows:
ate Spanish Mediterranean style
dear and I kept running after a boy are pretty good even if they are
a back booth. I went back and
Mrs. Henry Gilliam
•ecital at the Annie Russell Theatre, October 24. His appointment
Frances Perottet troduced myself and told Bob what as amplified by the Knowles Cha- Allen-Directed Play Will Be whos name reely is Eggbert, only old.
a girl named Jean Domnik kept
Rite now I am not speaking to will become effective immediately.
Mrs. Thornbury
Vicky Morgan it was that I would like. Very gal- pel and Cloverleaf.
Produced January 26-27
getting him first and where I'd Mr. Burns becaus he is just a hu"However, it is grand to be down
"Dilly" Gilliam
Fat Pritchard latly he excused himself fro the
A concert artist who has had
reeched out to get him I'd keep man after all. I mean, my dear, •aried experience as teacher and
Mr. Barnaby
_ Bob Carter latly he excused himself from the here with the sunshine. You see,
I am the best golfer in the lake
With one play already in rehear- finding Mr. Dexter instead. I had I simply said where do all these performer, Mr. Trampler studied
Mrs. Tice
Grace Raymond other booth.
"I am from the Sandspur", I be district. So I wanted to come to sal, the Rollins Student Players fun with the men I got my dear but pickturs come from, and Mr. Burns at the Staaliche Akademie der
"Jerry" Goodkind
Don Miller
gan, "and they want me to ask Rollins to maintain my champion- will hold tryouts for "Stop Thief," you should have seen the one that said from Yurp, and I sed oh and Tonkunst in Munich and, until this
Rev. Everett Wadham
he sed Lola have you ever been a. year, was a member of the Strub
___
Eddie Waite you how you like Rollins as com- ship trim. With the heavy sche- their second production of the sea- got away.
George F. Goodkind - Don Murphy pared to Northwestern Universi- dule I carry though, I find it hard son, -November 22 and 23. The Car- My dear I am taking a r t and it broad, and I said I thot a girls Quartette in Berlin.
ty, where they said you went last to get in much practice. And I lyle Moore play will be directed by is devine. I mean I have heard of private life was her own and wasnt
Charlie Benfield
He came to the United States in
might tell you this, although I Donald S. Allen and produced Jan- etchings before and now I know anything sacrid to men?
Alden Manchester year."
September, accompanied by his
My dear there is the most devine wife and young daughter, who reBob brushed his hand, his right wouldn't want it to get in the pa- uary 26 and 27. These tryouts are what they reely are. When I startA Poor Man
Dudley Darling
A Servant
Carrow Tolson hand, over the nice curl on his per—with the moon you have down open to all upperclassmen and ed the coarse I met a girl named boy hear whose name is D. J. cently returned with him to WinMax Stedtman
Jess Gregg head and said, "Well, young lady, here I find it hard to get in much members of the Freshman Play- Arlene Kaye who is artistic but Shiner and I thot he was an acter ter Park after vacationing in New
ers. All interested people are urged nice anyway. And she said that at first 'because he talks so much, York.
Joe Hennig
Donald Riddle seeing as how you're so pretty, I studying at night."
Then he laughed and gave my to come and try out, as there is a our new a r t teachers name was but he carries his own cigarettes
Umanski
Ed Levy think I could tell you quite a few
Following his concert here, Mr.
Bobby Burns but he is not the same and so I knew he wasn't of the thehand a little light push and brush- large variety of parts.
"Grubby"
Bob Ward differences."
Trampler was presented in recittelling me that, made me feel ed his right hand around the loveThe tryouts will be held in the Bobby Burns which wrote to a field ayter, but my dear he is the most al in Wilton, Conn, and in Albany,
Mack
,
Irving Felder
mouse,
and
I
sed
I
hope
not
becaus
devine dresser. Becauz I mean his N. Y. At Rollins he will teach vioAnnie Russell Theatre at 7:30 on
Mary Margaret
Betty Berdahl good because I didn't know exactly ly wave in his hair.
"I think, too, that the relations the 22nd and from 4 to 6 and from only a maroon would rite to dum onsombols are devine. I mean like lin and play with the Symphony
Miss Levinson
Margo Colvin what to ask him. He leaned back
animals that cant read.
that one with the yellow shirt and Orchestra and Chamber Music
The play will be presented Fri- and brushed his right hand over between students and professors 7:30 on the 23rd. Scripts for the
red sweater and the green Groups. He will also appear on the
Well I met him and he showed
ty and Saturday, December 8 and the big wave in his hair and began are wonderfully conducive to in- play are on reserve at the Library
(Continued on page 4)
me some picktures and there was
(Continued on page 4)
and may be read there.
in the Annie Russell Theatre.
I talking.
Faculty Recital Series.

JChindahl and Sandlin Chapel Services Will
tflo Attend Convention Be Broadcast Weekly

Students Urged To
Take Out Membership

Homecoming Plans
Are Under Way For
To Ask For
Great Celebration Council
Student Fingerprints

NOTICE

Science Academy to
Hold Annual Meeting

Bailey Announces
Cast for Student
Players' "Fool"

Lola Discovers Art, Drama and Rollins Men;
Finds Thrills In Sadie Hawkin^s Day Dance

Former Northwestern Student Finds RoUins
Moon, Coeds ond Golf Great Mental Hazards

Walter Trampler To
Teach Violin Here

"Stop Thief" Tryouts
To Be Held Soon

ROLLINS

Enlltna i'anfiaptir
Weekly

by Undergraduate

Students

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBERJj^l933

THE SET OF THE SOUL

oj Rollins

Membtr

Plssocided Cblle6ide Press
By PEGGY HUDGINGS

Cbile6ia!e DJ6est

SANDSPUR

Since this is National Book
Week, we might as well keep up
with the times as well as we can
. . . (despite the back work piling
up on us), and say:
That "Mr. Moonlight's Island"
played host to lots of couples last
week
. . . Smokey Sholley and
Dud Darling think two is a nice
number . . . Alice Elliot, short,
sweet, and model rush chairman,
is two-some-ing it with Frank
Bowes, the Lambda Chi pledge
who cleaned up his frat house
kitchen so nicely last week
Clyde Jones and Sally Hodgdi
repeating the old story of true
love being bumpy as they had
acorn fight of no small proportions
out in front of the Pi Phi House
last week . . . and then made up
appropriately! . . . Clark Kemp
was waiting for an answer from
Anne Oldham about their heart-affair . . . we hope it was in the affirmative, we do . . . Shirley Bowstead and Ralph Hagood have been
casting mutual looks of interest
each other's direction . . . Blair
Johnson, that foot-loose ga
finding that Smokey Knowles has
lots of what she likes . . . Dick
Verigan has fallen heir to the dolllike beauty of Jean Holden . . .
Jean, incidentally, still reminds us
of Snow White . . .

"One ship drives east and the other drives west
With the self-same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales,
Which tells us tte way they go."
CONSECRATED CURIOSITY

abnormal, and sensational aspects
of life. This pays all the board
bills of the charlatans.
Some of the wisest words ever
Curiosity is the first and simthe constructive use of
plest emotion. From it have come spoke
National Advertising Service, h e
College Publishers Representative
blessings and many evils to the hu- curiosity and imagination we
tered by Coleridge:
man race.
In one of the shortest verses in
"The curiosity of an honorable
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the United Slates $1.50 a term (12weeks), $Z.5C
the Bible we are warned, "Remem- mind willingly rests where the love
for two terms, or $3.00 tor the full college year.
ber Lot's wife." You will recall of truth does not urge it further
the parable. Mrs. Lot was curious onward and the love of its neighEntered as second class matter, November 24, 1925, at the post office at Winter Park,
Florida, under the act of March 3. 1879.
to know what happened to Sodom bor bids it stop. In other words
and Gohorrah. She loked back, and it willingly stops a t the point
EDITORIAL STAFF
what happened to her? Chloride where the interest of truth does
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor
of sodium! There are many other not beckon it onward, and charity
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor
Biblical stories of folks who got cries 'halt'."
JEFFERSON KENNEDY, J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors
into trouble by being too curious
Curiosity leads the Jews, and
JANET JONES
Feature Editor
The men of Beth-shemesh looked
many modem Christians to ask for
NORINE FARR
Cofy Editor
into the Ark of the Lord and lost
"signs" when they already have a
J U N E R E I N H O L D , BETTY DEGIERS
Society
Editors
their heads.
sufficient revelation. Note the florTOY SKINNER, GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts
The abuses of curiosity have
id sermon topics on subjects that
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines
brought much suffering to the huappeal to the curiosity of mankind.
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors
man race. "Eve, with all the fruits
We can be so curious about the
NEWS R E P O R T E R S
of Eden blest, save only one, r a Frank Bowes, Margery Branch, Betty Carson, Donald Cram, Wesley Davis,
mysteries of religion that we nether than leave that one unknown,
Norine Farr, Nat Felder, Lynn Goldman, Betty Hall, Paul Haley, Dick
glect to practice that which we
Kelly, Rod MacArthur, Jane McGrath, Alden Manchester, Robert Matthews,
lost all the rest." A little common
Dwight Mitchell, Frances Montgomery, Lynn Naught, Donald Ogilvie,
know. Hence the Apostle Paul's
Laura Ripley, Ruth Schoenaman, Caroline Sandlin, Jane Ann Sholley,
sense, seasoned well with the ethics
words, "Avoid foolish and unHester Sturgis, William Terhune, Eugenie Van de Water, Bud Waddell,
of
the
New
Testament,
and
a
dash
Betty Watson
learned quesitions, knowing that
of biological information, would
they do gender strifes." But man
FEATURE WRITERS
save many a home where unDorothy Bryn, Jess Gregg, Sherry Gregg, Jean Holden, Peggy Hudgings,
must have something on which to
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Barbara Northen, Grace Raymond, Jane
hecked and checkered curiosity isRussell, Daniel Speyer, Robert Whiston, Wilson Whitehead, Mary Ann
think, so Paul says: "Finally,
;ue in infidelity and consequent
Wilson, Jack Liberman
brethren, whatsoever things are
heart-ache and disillusionment.
SPORTS WRITERS
true, honest, just, pure, lovely, of
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Jack Harris, Robert McKennan, Alfred RooseI am not sure that St. Augustine
Penguin Peggy
good report; if there be any virtue,
velt, Richard Wesson
was right in saying that God fashASSISTANTS
Once upon a Monday it was a morning A. D. (after dawn), that ioned hell for the inquisitive, but if there be any praise, think on
We hope a whole slew of stuArax Ehramjian, Emanuel Ehrlich, Roberta McCormick. Pat Guillow, Shirdents will be "Journey Proud" this day because it had come and the made the difference. For there, everyone knows how much hell these things."
ley Bowstead.
From the imagination, the curiweek-end, because the Tars will sun was out and all manner of beneath our very windows grew a has been started here on earth by
BUSINESS STAFF
need some fierce backing-up when other things were out too. So wetree. And we soon found many the wrong kind of curiosity. F o r osity, and the reasoning powers of
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager they tear into that Tampa team
trees
xmder
many
windows.
Now,
an's mind, come the materials
sat us down and said, "let there
example, there is the curiosity
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner Friday night . . . how about this
be Footnotes?", but nothing hap- we have seen the result of the which springs from the question- out of which he builds his world.
RITA COSTELLO
,
Circulation
Manager special train idea? It sounds good
Florida
sun
more
than
once
.
.
.
But
his curiosity feeds his imagiable desire to know all one can
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation Manager to us ,and would be more fun than pened, so we took us out and sat we ourself have shown what it can
about as many people as possible, nation, and if he persists in letus upon the ground and argued
Xmas . . . almost . . . why not
do, and take a look sometime at to pierce the veil of secrecy of ev- ting his curiosity work in the gutwith us as to the whys and wherepromote i t ? . . . of course, there
the weeds that are mere field eryone's private affairs. The ter of life he is not likely to have
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
fores. We even took us down and
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many might be a lot of "Disputed Pas- gave us an ice cream cone, but to weeds in the north . . . down here harshest words ever spoken to one a constructive and healthy imagsage",
but
we'd
all
get
there!
.
.
.
they
greatly resemble a hair brush of his disciples were spoken to ination. All of us should freqentsided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its na-me
We hope Sue Terry won't be hav- no avail. I t was, with us, still no for Oscar Ogre. But when it comes
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer,
Peter who was too curious about ly do some mental housecleaning.
ing to cheer-lead with a swollen print.
to
such
a state that a t 2:00 A. M. another disciple. Peter asked about
Humanity has been blessed by
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation-, all these will be
jaw . . . she's been having wisdom
So then we thought, of a sudden, there is no tree, and a t 9:00 A. M,
en whose consecrated curiosity
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
this
disciple, "What shall this man
tooth trouble ,and hates to think of a way in which to fool ourselves, there is, that's bad!
led
them to search for that which
the Sandsfur.
do?"
To which Jesus replied,
what will happen Friday a. m. and straightway did we set about
"What is that to thee? Follow
useful and helpful to mankind.
when she sees her dentist . . . doing it. First we told ourselves
thou
me."
How
timely!
j
To
this group of saints belong
The other day we were showing
"A Table, for Four" in Ander- bout all the millions of little hands
Then there is the curiosity, eith-: some of the explorers, inventors,
son's one night last week, brought that so patiently waited to read a visitor around the campus, and
reformers,
and others who have
er
innate
or
cultivated,
of
which
is
the sort of visitor who doesn't miss
us some of the best gab in weeki
every week—but somehow that
TO put our thoughts in the plainest of language, a cynical . . . a pun was pulled that w.
j
well . . . in fact, a trick, and we came to the fra- born an interest in the unusual. contributed to mankind.
person, (of whom there seem to be many in the world) has think you all ought to know about didn't go
ternity
end.
Wc
got
along
without
afraid vve doubted ourreached one of the lowest levels that mankind may reach. . . . ,*the vice of experience!" (De
a word until we passed Lyman
i
said,
"just
think
selves.
So
then
we
One may condemn arsonists or thieves, but they are purely jay Shriner's . . . "Danger SigHall and were aiming for the last
criminal from the standpoint of a man-made set of standards, nal" is up, and Ehrlich boys are a t of the dear, dear editor of wh'
bit of architecture, and then our
r a love"; 1
created with only the most articificial thoughts in mind, and it again . . . Manny gave George we hold to so g•eat
guest got a very funny look upon
somehow
or
othe:
with one purpose—to maintain order among men.
a little fencer's souvenir in
put him to the side of the print his face. "Oh," he said, and then Editor of the Sandspur,
about, and besides, its good for
But, the standards under which men live and think, with- form of a wack across the I
stopped. "What", we asked "seems Rollins College,
laughs.
out force to influence their actions, these are the ideals that with a foil . . . and George is s and stood them back to bacli
measure it can to pass that the to disturb your well-being?" . . . Winter Park, Florida.
Sincerely
seem to be the highest and most important to us. It is from gasping with the indignity of it
A STUDENT
this set of standards that we * e cynicism as unfair. The . . . it was the injured one whoprint did seei tremendous big. and here comes the answer for Dear Sir:
which
we
are
still
mentally
shakwords of some cynics have been defended as sarcasm or hu- managed to cop that prize of the and he a dwarf,
In all seriousness we should liki
mor, but both sarcasm and humor are recognized as subtle Kappas, Mary Anne Wilson, for And so, once more we put upon ing his hand. . . ." Well," he said, to suggest an annexation to the Dear Editor:
looking
at
the
Sigma
Nu
glamour
j
our
head
the
cap
which
giveth
arts and when carried to extremes become cynical, and are, the Kappa open house last Suneditor's Christmas list (if he has As I was reading the last week's
brains and did set up an awful that lights up every night, "I did-1
again we repeat—unfair.
): viz., one copy of Journalistic Sandspur, I came across a very
day p. m. . .
n't know they'd become so broi
think. And lo! it camt
A cynic, although he may be quite earnest in his thoughts,
Ethics for Miss Peggy Whitely.
uncalled for paragraph in one of
has an outlook which is injurious only to himself, for he will "Here Lies" what used to be the sudden ! ! ! ! for, did we not know minded that they served their bi
Maybe Miss Whitely is unaware the columns, "Footnotes" to be
probably be unhappy with life in general and dissatisfied with brave and valiant Chi Omega bas- that there is, today, in this weekly in the dorms" ! !
of the fact, but writers working on
newscateher,
a
letter,
and
oh!
We
would
like
to
say
a
word
the world at large.
ket-ball team . . . a little handithe same paper staff do not go In the first place, it is very poor
capped last week by Betty Wat- what a letter . . . that we have about the new to-be tradition of about knifing each other in the etiquette in newspaper language
son's sprained wrist, "Bow" Bow- been told is the nastiest that ever blazers for the seniors so that back a t least, if they do, they are to slam another columnist and esstead's knees giving way, andsaid tolder read? Ah, yes. Andthey may carry something mater- considerate enough of their publi- pecially in print. Of course, we can
other members of the team in var- could we not stand up and brush ial away with them. Their exact cation to do the knifing in private. see but one reason—jealousy.
The following definitions of war were written in 1921 by ious stages of decline, they suc- the sparks and splinters from us form has not yet been decided but From an ethical standpoint, Miss As for the length of Footnotes,
Willard Wattles and never published before this. Although cumbed to the Thetas after a gal- as they fell ? Could it be that we will be soon, and we think that it Whitely's personal attack on a fel- I really think all of the column
we feel that some are not so true today as they were at the lant and heart-warming fight . . . would not meet, perhaps even on is a marvelous idea and hope that low columnist last week, was not could be put in the first paragraph,
time of the last war, yet most of them are still pertinent.
maybe they could pledge a couple the same page the onslaught of all the seniors will approveit. We only in bad taste, it was a gross the first sentence, or even the tithe foe? I t could not be! And lo! would also like to boast the color
violation of one of the Seven Can- tle.
War is an economic and military combat between enemy of Varsity men? . . . but we're you see us.
we would like . . . which is grey. ons of Journalism — fairness.
bettin' our dough on Huth Eaton
nations.
As for the news in Footnotes,
It was a Kappa tea with food We think it would be better than
to walk off with the tennis chamWar is a romantic form of murder.
One assumption of hers is cor- what on earth would Penguin Pegpionship so easily that nobody will and everything. And in one corner either dark blue, Rollins blue, or
rect: she certainly does not write gy use for news if it weren't for
War is an old man's game in which the young man always know what slipped by . . .
music and a few ears; and in white. What do you think ?
the Gamma Phi's, Willie Whiteloses.
another was a goodly sum of facThere used to was the day when like Ogden Nash or any of his cali- head, and Presly Q. Wetherel?
"Drums a t Dusk" come from the
Her literary style reminds
ulty and elders; and in the third
War is the crowning imbecility of man.
was a standard thing to take the bre.
X Club house when whoever it is
It's not the length of the time
one more of guerilla warfare with
was
Jenelle
and
many
breaks.
And
Beanery, Hew Staggerty, and the
War is the diplomat's excuse for preserving childhood and that has such a PLI (French, we
that you're a t Rollins, but how
the kitchen did the Kappas hide food, (particularly "hem"), for an punches below the belt in plenti- I
for increasing the birth-rate.
hope, for crush) on "Blue Ortude. Furthermore, if she produ- '•quickly you follow the Rollins way
e
Pierce,
a
split
tray,
and
the
X
awful
ride
every
week
in
this
colWar is the quickest way to show a mother that she is appre- chids" . . . other nice tunes, beces any more obscure sentences | that counts. Here Penguin Peggy's
In fact we took up; the work
cause "IT TAKES ALL KINDS" Club. Then in came the Kappa Alciated by her country.
in her fifth year and still doesn't
phas strewn with banners and did and gave them a rip or two when like the first one in her November
War is the banker's form of burlesque entertainment which to make up a collich hit parade, plant them outside after having we first started in. Now we feel 8th column she is likely to have know Rollins etiquette, consideraare
"Last
Night"
.
.
.
Ben
Bertion, and that the Sandspur is big
Gertrude
Stein
suing
her
for
plaghe inevitably depicts as a ceremony of religious observance.
's jammin' of "Cowboy Jones" shown them inside . . . and soit's only right to say something big iarism.
enough for more than one columWar is the most picturesque means of keeping up the birthScratch the Surface" and seet'will grow many small eigris like, to make up for it because the
nist.
rate.
We have been reading Miss
what you find: . . . Sandy Sandlin unto their grandaddys, and there change has been so terrific. We
It must be pretty nice to have
upon
the
K.
A.'s
will
point
with
Whitely's
column
for
a
long
time
hardly
belieVe
it.
And
so
we
War is a quartermasters' picnic.
taking off soon for Chapel Hill
space in the Sandspur each week
a Sigma Chi Bid . . . Grady pride and say, "it falleth like the give a big "Woo" to the Beanery now: and a most detached consid- so you can print your personal
War is the means by which a bit of colored bunting begentle rain from heaven upon the
eration
of
it
forces
us
to
conclude
Ray's
crew
cut
makes
him
look
and
the
Staggertys
.
.
.
and
comes a divine institution.
grudges for the benefit of those
like a cupid above the ears! . . . place beneath," and, "you too can •the food.
that most of her attempts to be NOT INTERESTEp.
War Is a periodic insurance for preventing ths inanufacKA-Kappa feud is being re- be the life of the party."
We bumped into J. Russell the humorous are as appalling as a Remember, Penguin Peggy, Nevturer from going bankrupt.
vived . . . Davenport was the JinxDick Kelly has lost a gun tie pin other day and she gave us what- clubfoot's interpretation of the Dy- er criticize until you can do betWar was the subject by a man named Sherman of a de- Spot on the Lakeland trip last and misses it most horribly. Will for for not having had her in ing Swan ballet.
ter yourself.
cidedly jocular interpretation.
week . . . three cars had internal everyone please get down upon his print for weeks and weeks, and
Very sincerely yours,
I'm sorry to write this.
War is the mystic sacrament by which a true Christian re- trouble and had to Wait in the me- d her hands and knees and look
JANE MILLER
lelves cannot understand
I'm sorry to write.
tropolis for help . , . Archie Chool- for it? Please!
veals the sincerity of his devotion.
how it has happened because usI'm sorry.
War is the pleasant method by which some of our best fam- igan, Dick Wesson, and Toy Skin- One morning we went to bed. ually a column that goes in with- To the Editor of the Sandspur
Lovingly yours,
were the unlucky ones . . . Not that that was s6 etfknge. It out mention of Russell just isn't Dear Sir:
ilies persuade themselves that they have a reason for existA SUBSCRIBED
Warren Titus takes our vote for was the up-getting that same
Last week on your feature page
plete. We're sorry, dear, and
ince.
having the most tontagious name
something appeared, that, believe it
we'll try and make it up to you.
r ^ S r is an unfailing source of income to gentlemen who in
campus , , . "Boop" Meredith
or not, was amusing. Miss Peggy
war time seek to end it and in peace time labor diligently to starred In the Lakeland game . . . even before Bud Wadell and Jim- Nancy Locke has and is a severe Mary Penguin gave T a r (dry as)
case of psychosthenia. tsk! tsk!
bring it about.
Ollie Md June Daughtery were my Niver h^d pledged KA they
And it seems there is a budding Dust a much needed swipe with a
War is the incentive which turns a war correspondent into amellg those cheerin' . . . there're had written the words and music to romance a-brew.
verbal dust mop.
going to be some big doin's on a KA song that is reputed to be a
an author of poetry and fiction.
Much as I approve of feuds, I
Bobby McCormick left SaturA-who's a-brew?
War is a form, of argument in which the enemy is always Homecoming here . . . sponsors honey . . . Prize remark of the
must catch Miss Whitely up on one day morning by plane for Lock
A eutie two
and
all!
.
.
.
who
was
the
Miss
X
Week: Betty Hall, on hearing that
the aggressor.
thing. She says Miss Hudgings Haven, Pa. and will not return to
You'd
never
rue!
Bill Terhune was escorting the British soldiers had walked
drags in the same people again and campus until the twentieth.
War is an irreproachable system for increasing the circu- that
In class they sit
down the Winter Park Drag Sun- through miles of mud and rain,
again. And yet. Miss Penguin, is
lation of newspapers.
Betty Berdahl visited her parAnd bill and coo
day even? . . . what with June had a t last surrened to "General
your eternal dwelling on Preslup ents a t Daytona over the weekThe teacher's in
War is the decisive moment in which a brave man prefers not so far off, the big diamond on Mud" . . . asked, "Who's h e ? " . . .
Wetherout and Wottie Willhead end.
An awful stew
death in the trenches to imprisonment for declinlnjg it.
Shag Whittaker's left hand takes Does Dick Hawks still think the
any more forgivable than Miss
Ruth Eaton went home to vi?ii^
He doesn't see
War is a variety of intoxication for which Mr. Keely has on a sweet significance! . . . Bob orchids that bloom in Erika HeiHudgings' literary fondness for the folks in Jacksonville over th'What he can do
not invented a remedy.
Walker, Miami boy, was seeing der's eyes are best? . . . Corky
Jane Miller and Babe Rae?
week-end.
It's
hard
to
squelch
War is the toll which the Creator exacts from man for cre- Norine Farr, Phi Mu beaut, this McCorkle was trying valiantly to
Anyway, dear editor, encourage
Agnes Chalker spent the week
A love that's new
week-end . . . We understand that keep a hound-friend of his from
ating man in His own image.
Our culprits are Shirley Her- the girls to keep it up. I t will end in Lake City, which is also th
War is the ritual of patriotism which inakes all but the first
(Continued on page 4)
give them something to write home of Chief Mooseface Clantor.
mann and Jim Edwards.
of these definitions unpopular.
Member:

Winter Park Cham
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TARS READY TO GO AGAINST TAMPA SPARTANS
Football Team
Looks for Hard
Fight at Tampa

CAPTAINS TARS IN TAMPA GAME

Outlook Brightened
By Jones' Return

Just -what harm or good a three
'•week's layoff can do a team will
'ibe seen Friday night when Jack
'McDowell takes his team to Tam
!;pa to do battle with the highly
'touted Spartans.
t Even after this long layoff the
"outlook isn't as bright as it might
'tbe as the Tars' little sensation
irunner, Sammy Hardman, is still
^ n the injured list, while Buck
I Johnson, who has been laid up
'with a couple of broken ribs, is
t»n the very doubtful list. Willie
itiDaugherty, the Tars' veteran end,
itimay be confined to the side lines
las the doctor has not yet given
lihim his final 0 . K. is to whether
ibis cracked neck vertebra can
J stand the whacks it is bound to
fet.
In spite of this the return of
-Clyde Jones to the starting line.ijip is pleasing. Clyde, spinner par
i^xcellence, has been out of comjjat since the South Georgia game
jixcept for a few minutes in the
ijniversity of Havana scrap. With
^lones back the starting backfield
,»ill undoubtedly be composed of
j^ustice, at the signal calling post
^ind Jones and Brankert at the
lalf backs with Bethea at fail.
The line will be as usual with the
fixception of Knowles for DaughIj'jrty in case the latter doesn't get
j^;he doctor's 0 . K.
After the few days rest that he
j a v e them after the Havana
yame, McDowell has been working
lis charges hard this last week
jnd a half as Nash's Spartans are
ilways a plenty tough team and
)ne never knows when they will
pull a surprise win out of his many
-tiags of tricks. The Tars have,
:however, spent most of their time
perfecting their intricate attack as
they well know the value of Tami7pa as a defensive team. As a result
"Lets run it again, boys" has been
the prevailing phrase a t HarperShepard field these last two weeks.

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS
jjj The basketball intramurals are
^hipping- up a rare bit of excitejnent about now. Huge hands of
^>orority sisters are trooping determinedly down to Rec Hall on Tuesday and Friday afternoons and
Thursday eveningrs, and believe me,
^ e y ' v e really got ability, enthusi."asm, adhesive tape and every-

Jlhing!
•. So far, the Thetas have scored
victories over the Chi O's and the
independents. The Alpha
Phis
wok the Kappa game by default,
^and the Kappas bowed to tiie Gam'^aia Phis.
*; On Thursday evening the Inde'pendents will play the Alpha Phis,
^ t e r which the Pi Phis play the
Thetas. Friday afternoon will, see
^iie Chi 0-Gamma Phi game, and
^:he Phi Mus versus the Independents, and on Tuesday afternoon
•"lomes the Kappa-Independent, Al?ha Phi-Chi O double header.
('' The tennis tournament is coming
Hghi along, with the quarter fintls finishing up this week.
Coach Bradley is becoming quite
loncemed over all the enthusiasm
worked up over the crew this year.!
3e's going to be a very weary
:oach if the co-eds don't stop get-:
ing him up at dawn, every day.
|

Stetson's strong line on three
straight running plays, Rollins
took to the air. Bill Justice, ace
Rollins back and brother of Joe
Justice, completed a pass to Ray
on Stetson's fifteen. Justice then
carried the ball to the five yard
line. Then after throwing a perfect pass to Borogard over the goal
which fell incomplete, Ray tore
off tackle on a reverse to score.
Meredith's try for the extra point
was good and the quarter ended
before either team had a chance
to display their wares.

©c?v OqtL^is,

ALONG THE SIDELINES
By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr,
If through some friendly channel we could receive the support
of the people of the city of Orlando a great change for the better would take place in our athletic department. How could this
support be sold to the people of
Orlando? To he perfectly frank I
don't know, but I can give a suggestion.
Through the Orlando press in
which the college has an ample assortment of friends, we might be
able to swing the Chamber of
Commerce to our colors, That is
swing them more wholeheartedly
to our flag. Should they be taken
in enough by our plight they might
easily persuade the Municipal government to follow a plan similar
to the one I am going to relate to
you. An assessment of five cents
a month, sixty cents a year for
the supiport of an institute of
higher learning in the vicinity of
the city, would be more than amph
aid. This would bring to Rollins E
sum nearing TWELVE THOUS
AND DOLLARS. This sum in tht
athletic treasury would enable tht
clever coach McDowell to bring
big name teams, such as N. C.
State and "Manhattan, to the city.
Over such opponents a Rollins victory would be ample material for
some nationwide publicity which
could be used to advantage by both
Orlando and the college. With their
team playing in a big time league
tbe city would be anxious to continue its support. In my mind I
could see a move which would benefit all concerned if an agreement
could be reached between the two
places.

Gomes next Friday and the football team journeys to Tampa to
take on the Spartan club. I understand there is going to be a special
train running down and back for
use of the students. If that be true
I should heartily advise all to be

MUSIC BOX
"Everything in Music"
LATEST IN

Music — Records
Portables Decca Recorder
Phone 151

on it for the Tampa scrimmage is
always a rough and tumble in the
true sense of the word. The Spartan Club is a powerful one this
season and as always is out for
Tar blood. The game should be a
hard one with Rollins winning by
a two touchdown margin. The
team is in excellent shape and all
should see action save Sam Hardman who is still suffering injury
received at Stetson. Coach McDowell has stressing offense for
the past two weeks figuring Tampa to have a tight defense. From
the looks of things the coaching
staff will try to give a hard knock
to the Spartans to repay them for
the trouble they caused last year
over eligibility.
The Freshmen came through in
fine style again as they defeated a
strong Stetson frosh outfit in
Lakeland last -sreek. On the whole
I think the coaching staff is q«He
pleased with the way their yearlings have been going through their
stuff so far this season. Grady Ray
seemed to have stolen the show
again as Tiis hard flitting "was a
feature of tlie fray. Maurioe Linton, star end from Orlando, was
anotlier sWning iight in the contest. With this ijowerfal Tarlette
outfit becoming eligible next fall
the college team should make a-let
of peojde haHpy in 1940.

Kawia Alpha Pledges Waddell
AJpha Psa Chapter of Kappa Alpha announces with pleasm-e the
p l e i ^ n g of Dean Messick Waddell,
of Greenfield, Ohis, on Sunday,
November 12.

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply

Turban Scarf
Chiffon, Velvets and Suede
Very popular this Fall

Priced $1.00
WASHING, POLISHING, SIMONIZING
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
Winter Park

At the beginning of the second
half, the Rollins yearlings seemed
to be playing more of a defensive
game than an offensive one. They
were two touchdowns in the lead
and they wanted to hold that lead.
Linton, Rollins end from Orlando,
sliced through again and again to
throw the Hatters back for losses,
being in on three fourths of the
tackles.
Toward the last of the third
quarter the Baby Hatters, led by
Tyler, came to life and on three
successive first downs carried the
ball to the Rollins thirteen yard
line before the quarter ended.
Aftt;r the fourth quarter got under way, on two plays the HaUers
had scored. The try for extra
point was good and the score Was
Eollins 14, Stetson 7.
The game ended with Stetson
trying desperately to tie th« sc
The lineup was as follo-ws:
Rollins: — LE, Borogard; LT,
Chooligan; LG, Knight; C, Lease;
RG, Blitz; RT, Nixon; RK, Linton;
QB, Justice, HB, Nickols; HB, Ray
and FB, Meredith. For Stetson
LE, Bennen; LT, HeaSierly; LG,
Wilson, C, Keith; RG, Wendell; RT,
Daniels; RE, Parker; QB, Carlton;
HB, Tyler; HB, Boutwell, and FB,
Rouche.

gers of weary Sigma Nu defense
. Falling over the goal line,
it ended a game that out-climaxed all games by its one brilliant
play.
Midway in the first half,,X Club
through a series of confusing reverses, garnered a first down and
to go on Sigma Nu's six yard
line. Twice the passing Meyers to
Edmonds combination was bottled
up, and a power plunge by Rodda
bounced off Sigma Nu's line several feet from the goal. Faced with
fourth down and irritated by the
stubborn defense, Meyers dropped
back, and behind perfect blocking
tossed a bullet pass into the end
zone. X Club was there to receive
three, in fact, had their eager
fingers outstretched when Coates
burst into the middle of the trio,
snatched the ball from under
someone's nose and began his sensational touchdown romp. Jimmy
crossed the goal line 80 yards distant.
Kappa Alpha took it on the chin
again Tuesday against the Phi
Delts, riding out the 40 minutes
blast, and losing 19 to 0. Unable
to build a defense that would upset
running plays and at the same
time prove adequate against passK .A. see-sawed between the
two, while fleetfooted Phi Delt
halfbacks ran from passing positions and passed from running
plays. K. A.'s lack of experience
on the line and reserve material
took the edge off its own plan of
attack and added to the effectiveness of its watchful opponent.
Blackwood, though huge, gave Phi
Delt little trouble, since most of
their plays were picking up yardage before his weight began to interfere. The Bills, both of them,
played hard ball, and Louie on
several occasions made runs as
touchdown-promising as any made
all afternoon, but ragged blocking
or none at all handicapped him
considerably.
Friday was a typical victory for
L.C.A. leaders. Piloted by cool headed, methodical Dick Kelly and in the
second half by Don Cram, Lambda
Chi Alpl^a snwJpthly clicked to
touchdown after touchdown, and
Independents wound up with a 24
to 6 defeat on their hands, despite
their single and combined effort
in the face of Lambda Chi Alpha'
staggering power.

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

GUNSMOKE
By DICK and AL

BABY GRAND
Week of Nov. 16th

It's getting close to the hunting'
season now, as the general season
for game birds and animals opens
November 20th. We've heard that
the Ridge Section down around
Lakeland is pretty good for deer,
and maybe a few bear. Right
around here quail seem to be in
fairly good quantitiy, and from
past experience we know that dove
hunting around these parts is very
good in the early morning. Your
hest bet in finding doves is in fields
near farm houses or orange orchards. As for ducks, the place to go
is on the Banana River at Titusville. All you nimrods had better
get out your smokepoles and put on
some oil in contemplation of an active season.
For some of you gun bugs who
are very interested in the why's and
wherefor's of target and game
shooting, the American Rifleman is
display in the library. You'll
find all the latest dope on ballistics, handloading, and crackpot thei. In case you're thinking of
buying a rifle, there is a complete
section of guns for sale and you
be sure of a square deal.

Thursday and Friday
Those Wild Madcaps of Mirth,
join hands to bring the biggest
comedy hit since the last war . . .
THE RITZ BROTHERS
JANE WITHERS
'PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES'
Saturday - Sunday and Monday
A Showful of New Song Hits . . .
The Singing and Dancing stars
of today!
MICKEY ROONEY
JUDY GARLAND
"BABES IN ARMS"
with Chas. Winninger
EXTRA! Football Thrills
with Pete Smith
Tuesday and Wednesday
Double Feature Program!
Stepping right from the air to
the screen . . .
'MEET DOCTOR CHRISTIAN'
with Jean Hersholt
also
"20,000 MEN A YEAR"
The Air Thrill you've waited for
with
Randolph Scott

THURSDAY & FRIDAY!

New York State College for
Teachers is sponsoring a weekly
grooming clinic" for all co-eds.

Rollins Press Store
Time to select your nameimprinted Christmas Cards

ORDER YOUR

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
Saturday, Nov. 181h

EARLY

MICKEY ROONEY
JUDY GARLAND
"Babes in Arms"

See them at

THE BOOKERY

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman

QUALITY FOOI«
Phone 520
Park Ave.

E. Park Aye.

INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
^^ West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

The Baby Tarlettes' second break
came early in the second period. On
exchange of kicks Rollins had Stetson backed up against their own
goal line. Stetson tried two plays,
but on each one were thrown for a
loss. On the third down Meredith
rushed in and blocked Tyler's attempted kick. Stetson recovered
on their own four yard line. Tyler
then went back again to kick, but
a bad pass from center made it impossible, so he passed to Parker,
who was stopped on the Stetson ten
yard line. Rollins took the ball on
downs, and on a reverse Justice
took the ball to the three yard line.
On the next play Nichols went over
center to score. Again Meredith's
conversion was good.
Rollins
seemed headed for another touchdown before the half, but was set
back by a penalty for holding.

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

E. Park & Fairbanks

Delt, Lambda Chi, Intramural Officiating by Ted Pitman
Rollins Tarlettes Phi
X Club Win Games This is in no way a complaint as to how the tag football
are officiated, it is merely the putting forth of a few
Trounce Stetson Coates, Sigma Nu, Runs 80 games
thoughts brought out by recent comment at these games.
These games are played in the feeling of good sportsmanYards for Touchdown
Hatters; Score 14-7
ship, and good and healthy fun. Therefore, as these games

are not matters of life and death, the officials should not hinBy JOHN W I L U S
der the play of the game by over officiating. They should,
Justice, Ray, Nichols Star; In a game that both thrilled and however, see that the rules are obeyed without antagonizing
Lakeland American Legion mystified spectators, X Club out- the players unnecessarily.
The players in their turn, should and MUST respect the deSponsors Freshman Game snarled and out snared the passing Sigma Nus to a decisive 19 to sire of the officials to be fair and must also realize the diffi7. Starting with a rush that culties under which the officials labor, and appreciate the
Last Saturday, the well drilled threatened a blizzard of touch- time given by them to officiating these games.
Baby Tars cashed in on two early downs, X Club's surge of power
We, however, suggest that all officials on the field should
scoring chances, and defeated the
n't harnessed till they'd cross- and must have at their command a COMPLETE knowldge of
Baby Hatters from Stetson, by the ed the goal line twice, once in the the rules, even if they have to carry a rule book with them, in
score of 14-7, in a game sponsored first half and again in the second. order to officiate more effectively and without the danger of
by the Lakeland American Legion.
ir third touchdown came in the having to be corrected for inflicting wrong penalties.
Nixon, Rollins tackle, recovered closing period, when Rodda clung
Again we say that this is not a complaint but just a few
a Hatter fumble on Stetson's 40 to the sky long enough to grasp words in an effort to further fair play and good feeling in
yard line. After being held by the ball scant inches over the fin- these games.

'Long Layoff Has Given Tars
' Time to Recuperate From
>
' Early-season Injuries

'

SANDSPUR

BUICE OFFERS
The Gold
Rush Is On
Almost comparable to t h a t
of '49 in this new "craze"
for gold — especially costume jewelry in simulated
gold metals. It's smart, it's
new and it's very, very becoming. You'll want to see
this collection — three-,
four-, five- and six-strand
necklaces of gold beads, bib
necklaces,
many
types
chains and filigree necklaces—some with bracelets
and pins to match.

$1.00 and $1.95
YOWELL-DREW'S
ORLANDO

1938 Buick 41 sed $795

This way, Sir . . .

/br:,oor Palm Beach Evening Formal
Worn here practically tiie
year around.
Cool — Comfortable —
Washable
White Coats,
single or
(p-J O rA
double-breasted «P1^.JU

1938 Buick 46 cpe $695
1937 Buick 46 cpe $545

Black Trousers
satin striped

$6.00

1937 Buick conv

cpe
1939 Buick conv
sed

$695

$1325

DRESS ACCESSORIES
Hickok Links and Studs, Suspenders, Collars, Arrow
Dress Shirts, patent Oxfords, socks, black, garnet or
navy ties, cummerbunds.

ORANGE BUICK
C O M P A N Y
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

R. C. BAKER
At the Corner, Downtown

ROLLINS

FOUR

Publications Union
Has Weekly Meeting
Budgets Approved; Keys For
Members WiU Be Bought
All the members of the Publications Union met in Mr. Wattles'
class room Thursday evening. The
main topic of discussion \
approval of the budgets. All of
the publication budgets for this
year were approved. After
fully looking over the accounts for
last year it was found that there
will be enough money to pay for
keys for the members of the Publication Union.
Dud Darling and Mr. Wattles re
ported that only the Sandspur editor was eligible for academic credit for his work on the publications.
This report was sanctioned by
Dean Anderson and now needs only
the approval of the Student Standing Committee and the Faculty to
make it effective.
John Giantonio suggested that
there be printed a special edition
of the Sandspur to cover Homecoming. This was approved if it
were possible to get advertising
enough to cover the cost of the
Johnny Giantonio, business manager of the Sandspur, is trying to
expand the circulation of the paper
among the parents. The price for
the school year is $3. AU extra
copies of the planned Homecoming
edition will be sent to the non-subscribing parents in hope of arousing their interest.

Upsilon Gamma (UG)
Holds Supper Party
Sunday Evening

A short meeting of the Senioi
Class was held Monday noon to
discuss the question of having
class blazers. Mat Ely and Irving
Felder led the discussion. The Senior Committee had felt that there
is at present no emblem which
departing class could take wi
them when they leave Rollins.
gabardine jacket with the Rolli:
crest was suggested to fill this
need. I t is hope that if this plan is
carried out, each succeeding senior class would have to wear one
to all reunions of the Kollins family, as well as on campus their
senior year.
Money for the blazers is to be
taken from the contingent fee, or
if preferred, from the Senior Loan
Fund to be paid back some time after graduation. If this goes
through, the seniors may "blaze"
out soon after Christmas. Final
decision was deferred until senior
members not present could learn
of the plan.

Emotions Stressed At
Morning Meditation
Dean Nance Warns Against
Personal Disintegration
Last Sunday a t Morning Meditation Dean E. C. Nance spoke on
"The Intelligent Use of the Emotions." Emotions, the Dean feels,
may be destructive if not correctly
controlled.
"You and I must learn," E
Nance said, "to turn our emotions
to constructive channels to have
peace in this world. Let us
careful of our emotions for they
can be destructive internationally
and internally."
The Chapel Choir sang "Listen
to the Lambs," by Dett and Bach's
"Grant me true courage, Lord."
The student readings were given
by Jess Gregg, Arlene Kaye, Dudley Darling, and Jean Tumer.

Subjects of the all-powerful Ug
will hold their first supper party a t
the home of Sister Skinnug (UgBoat Annie). The menu will be as
follows:
Tomato Ug Cugtail
Recording Machine Arrives
Vugtable Sug
Chicken a la Kug on Tug
The recording machine which
French Frugged Potatugs z Squgs
vas bought for the use of the RolCombination Salug
Mug
Chuglug Eclugs
Coffug ins Chapel Choir and Conservatory arrived last week. Christopher
Ice Tug
After the supper bicarbug of so- Honaas, Choirmaster, started exdug will be pugged to all those who periments with the Choir Monday
can't digug the ug fug. Then a dis- afternoon in the Dyer Memorial
cussion will be held concerning new Building. George Cartwright, Jr.,
members and an Ug-CoUege Dance took charge of ordering and setto be held at Dugsdrug Country ting up the ^machine.
Clug sometime in Novembug. No
foolug we really mean it and cordially invug you all. Watch the
TRUE OR FALSE
Sandspug for exact date.
Q, Is the Danube blue?
A. Read "The Danube."
(Its history and folklore)
The University of Chicago has
By Emil Lengyel
severed its affiliation with the University Broadcasting Council.

Campus Bookshop
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SANDSPUR
Northwestern Student
Encounters Hazards

Senior Class Holds Meeting

The Inquiring Reporter

OVERHEARD

TAR DUST
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 4)

By THE EARIE ONE

(Continued from Page 1, Col.

barking in vespers last week . . ,
Aldine Baker had on the most
Professor Waite: "Now we have most blazing red hat which was all
here an integrated circle, surround- hers, for her, and would have
ed by a repressed square, and in- looked good on nobody else . . . El.
side are a lot of little phobias, sa Jensen and Louie Bills have
conscious and unconscious. If you been being congenial . . . What
don't understand what I'm saying, kind of past life did Marge Chinyou can clarify a few points by dahl find when she looked in the
reading this set of volumes I have bill-fold of Jack Liberman? . . _
Sally McCaslin pledged Phi Mu
here."
last week . . . Frances Smith
Jenelle Wilhite; "I'm sorry. I wears the best looking sweaters
was thinking of Mrs. Tristin who and skoits on campus, it's a fact
is SO interested in the Chinese!" . . . who hired the colored band to
Jess Gregg; "Let's go out some- play under prof Roney's window
during a French test one day last
where and hibernate, dahlin'."
week? . . . How come Jane Balch
Poppa Cook; "If you rowdies has
been carrying a paddle
don't behave I'll tell the Dean on around? . . .
you."
Books we hope Santa Claws will
"And the girls down here are
Bob Blackwood; "Theoretically, bring people for Xmas:
certainly swell. Do you know, I I should have the advantage."
Virginia Sinclair . . . "45 minhaven't been without a t least one
Ollie Barker; "As president of utes past 8" and time for hygiene
date a night since I've been here.
the Association I suggest that we class!
No sir, not one. Of course before
Bill Daughtery . . . "The Death
I got my 1939 Pontiac convertible change the grip!"
Presly Wetherall; "I'd fall in of the Heart"
coupe with red leather upholstery
Paul Haley . . . "Young Dr. KilI just went out with girls who had love with you, but you won't comdare"
cars, but now I can take them all promise."
out. And say, who ever heard of
Dorothy Bryn; "Why doesn't
Toy Skh
"The Perplexa Genius Drive a t Northwestern— someone fall in love with
?" ed Heart".
ho, ho—WOW!"
(you guess.)

QUESTION: What do you think of having a humor magazine as a
new publication on campus?
tellectual progress. Why, where
else could a student walk up to a
Enid Gilbert: "It would have to be good.
Manny Branquart: "There would be no point in the trouble and ex- professor and say 'Now look here
Ed, about that sociology syllabus,
pense unless its success was a certainty."
Of course I wouldn't feel free to
Marilee Twist: "Nice going, if you can work it."
Daniel Speyer: "Will we need one after Bob (Telephone 135) starts do that with all the instructors,
particularly
that
distinguished
editing his Lovelorn Column?"
Pres Wetherell: "Why not put the effort into improving the publica- looking one with the shaggy goatee. And say, maybe you can tell
tions already established? There are enough already."
me. Did he really used to pose for
Wilson Whitehead: "Go ahead, but spare your country's flag."
Smith Bros, cough drops when he
Herbert Hoover: "Not Much."
was
younger?"
Carl Good: "It was tried last year with no success, and I doubt if it
could go over." (Editors Note: We have never had a strictly humorous
I told Bob I really didn't know,
magazine. "The A r t s " was literary.)
but I hardly thought so. With that
Con Carey: "I think it would be hot stuff."
he sort of chuckled and looked a t
me and said 'sweet kid'. After he
Lola Finds A r t a n d
Spy Drama shown at Theatre felt the wave in his hair he continued on a bit.

Rollins Men "Devine"

, ,

The movie shown a t the Annie
Russell Theatre last Tuesday was
' a spy drama concerning Nazi proppants and that blue hanky tied aganda in America. March
around his neck, altho I am just as Time style, with newsreel shots,
fond of his striped sweater with commentator's voice, and maps,
the orange beer jacket and the blue made this show a semi-documentrowsers with a purpul scarff ar- tary retelling of a true Nazi spy
ound his neck, and my dear he case which recently made headars wiskers which are red and lines.
Glad Evoi says makes him look
like Owr Savior, but my dear she and seeks the salid dressing as the
does not understand because DJ is saying goes
the most devine dresser I have
Love,
even if Carolyn Sandlin does
Lola
say he looks like a sun-set with a
PS. My cuzin Vyvyanne LaMarr
beard.
rote me and asked if I dont get
Darling I tryd out for the Fool lonesome for the bald-headed row,
which is a dramma and Mr. Baily but I dont becaus hear a t Rollins
asked what experience Id had and we have Buck Jawnson and WilI told him about Mr. Fawcett and son Witehed who are almost as
he sed no he ment in the theayter
and I let him know about my dance
with the detachable orkids I did a t
Billy Roses and he said there wasnt
a spot in the Fool for that, and he
could not use me becuz he needed
—Rollins Alumnus—
acters and I sed but I come from
a long line of acters and my friend
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Deedee Honig says yeah but that
100 Park Ave
long line was outside the casting Te/. 400
directors office. Well my retort
was so elloquent as I cracked back
Same to you, that Mr Baily gave
me a devine part in the mob seen
and in one place I yell Kill him,
which as a matter of fact I think
Church St.
I will commit to memery this eveDAY PHONE 75
ning.
NIGHT
PHONE 319W
Yours till the mountun peaks
(Continued from Fage 1, Col. 6)

RAY

There'j

GREENE

ANDY'S GARAGE

ARE

YOU CONCERNED ABOUT
YOUR DRYCLEANING?

about Cigarette Tobaccos

TAKE NO CHANCES — USE

Certified Dry Cleaning
Guaranteed by

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents

Winter Park Branch

We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Ave.
Phone 418

Pressing While You Wait
SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SEALTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

Invented this Miracle Pen

A Wisconsin professor discovered that
often it wasn't students* brains but their
pens that ran dry—caused failure—in
classes and exams. That led to the birth of
the revolutionary, sacless Vacumatic, perfected by Parker, and GUARANTEED

148 N. Orange Ave.

Orlando

Greeting cards for every
purpose. See our modern
display — The most complete in Central Florida
THANKSGIVING CARDS
Distinctive Gifts
Party favors and
Prizes

Stationery
Delicious home
made party mints

A L L T H E S E T O B A C C O S except Turkish (which is
b o u g h t d i r e c t from t h e p l a n t e r s in T u r k e y a n d G r e e c e )
and M a r y l a n d ( w h i c h is b o u g h t t h r o u g h sealed b i d s
u n d e r g o v e r r u n e n t supervision) a r e b o u g h t a t p u b l i c
a u c t i o n , just like a n y o t h e r a u c t i o n w h e r e y o u m i g h t
h a v e b o u g h t in a table o r a chair.
A U C T I O N

S A L E t h e t o b a c c o is p i l e d i n

CHESTERFIELD

BUYERS

buy the

b e s t of

I T I S BECAUSE of this combination
that Chesterfields are COOLER, have
a BETTER TASTE and are DEFINITELY
MILDER. They are made of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos. You can't buy
a better cigarette.

•parLer
Come to >ee Ihe luminous
beauty of HiU laminated Pearl
and Jet style creation. Other
Parker Pens, $1.2S lo $3.r'

Mr. C. A. Erne, factory trained Pen expert, in charge of Dickson-Ives Pen Department, specializes in repairing all makes of
t ountain Pens. You are cordially inyited to consult him about
our Pcrsonahzed Pen service (each Pen, old or new, made to
suit your individual requirements).

The Woman's Store

T H E

b a s k e t s w e i g h i n g from a b o u t 100 t o 5 0 0 p o u n d s a n d
each p u r c h a s e r buys all of his t o b a c c o s b y c o m p e t i t i v e
bidding for t h e p a r t i c u l a r piles h e w a n t s .
T H E

It never runs out of ink unless you let It.
For it holds 12,000 words of ink, and
shows the ink-level—shows when to refill.
The Point is solid Gold combined
with precious Platinum—skilfully
fashioned to write 2 ways.

Dickson-I'ves

A T

t h e s e mild ripe t o b a c c o s for t h e Chesterfield b l e n d .
A n d it is Chesterfield's Combination...
the r i g h t a m o u n t s
of Burley and B r i g h t . . . just e n o u g h M a r y l a n d . . . a n d
just e n o u g h T u r k i s h — t h a t m a k e s t h e b i g diflFerence
b e t w e e n Chesterfield a n d o t h e r c i g a r e t t e s .

MECHANICALLY PERFECT.

The Qreeting Shop

of tobaccos found in the more popular
cigarettes, namely... Bright, Maryland,
Burley and Turkish.

A COLLEGE PROFESSOR
to Guard All Students
from Pens that Suddenly Run Dry

GREETINGS!

THERE ARE FOUR TYPES

As advertised therein

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK

STREET FLOOR
Copnistt 1939, LIGGETT at MYIES TOBACCO CO.

CHESTERFIELD

